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USER MANUAL
VANDAL RESISTANT DOME CAMERA

AST CD 103 VP EX
AST MD 301-2

AST CD 101 VP-2



AAS-102004

To avoid the risk of electrical shock, please ensure that the 

competent person

．Vandal resistant housing

．IP 66 rated housing - suitable for external use

．1/3" Super HAD CCD

. Cradle allows adjustment of pan and tilt positions
．3.8-9.5mm Varifocal lens  
．High resolution and excellent sensitivity   
．Centre weighted BLC (colour model)  

sense power input

picture quality. Clean with soft cloth.
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following is undertaken by a suitably qualified and 

．Auto sensing 12VDC/24VAC power supply

Power
It is possible to use 12VDC or 24VAC power source. The camera will automatically 

Ensure correct polarity is observed when connecting the power supply
Reversing the polarity will cause damage to the camera

Do not expose the camera to:

Unstable supply can cause unexpected behaviour and may damage the camera

Use and Storage 
Do not aim at bright objects for long periods of time

．Very hot and very cold temperatures (optimum temperature range -20 to +50 deg C) 
．Sources of magnetism
．Sources of radiation, such as TV, Radio or HF transmitters
．Excessive humidity or dust

．Do not use solvents as these can damage the finish on the housing

Cleaning
．It's important to keep the dome bubble clean, as finger marks on the bubble will reduce 

．Use a soft lint free cloth to clean the lens
．Clean the body with a soft cloth, using a non bio mild detergent

When transporting the camera, always use original packaging

Fix the dome with screws provided
Fixing the dome housing

Transport

．Severe mechanical viration
．Proximity to fluorescent lights or reflective surfaces
．Unstable sources of light (pulsing or flickering)

Warning

 Installation Manual

Specification

 General notes



Using the camera externally 9. Power connector (2 pin)
Apply silicon compound to pretect against humidity Connect the power cable (supplied) to the 2 pin connector
which will cause condensation on the lens and inside the cover
. On the holes (4) when the camera is waal or ceiling mounted 10. Cable access
. On any holes not used Loosen the screw and remove the connector to use cable access
. On the base of the housing 11. Security attachment
Monuting template The security cord attaches the cover to the housing
A mounting template is included for marking fixing holes

12. Dome cover
The dome cover is made of shock resistant polycarbonate

The figure shows the dome with the base removed

Pass the cable through the conduits fitted to the face and the lower part of the base
The connectors are pre-fitted. Use connectors as necessary

2.Zoom Ring
Turn the zoom ring until you obtain the desired image
The zoom ring is locked by fastening screws. Tighten the fastening screws until the ring is fixed in position
3. Focus Ring
Turn the focus ring until the image is clear and sharp
The focus ring is locked by fastening screws. Tighten the fastening screws until the ring is fixed in position
4. Dip switch adjustment (colour model)
The Dip Switches are factory set (in grey)

1:  ESC  
Use this switch to activate automatic shutter mode

2:  FLK (anti fliker)
Use this switch to avoid flicker caused by some fluorescent lighting

(a) BNC for monitor or video device            
3:  BLC (Back light compensation) ON/OFF switch (b) Power supply cord (12VDC/24VAC)    

Use this switch to give definition to backlit subjects (default: OFF) (4) Holes for fixing the housing
(5) Holes for cable access (in the base)

4. Clean the hole on the base before joining and install the connector firmly to prevent moisture
4: AWB/AWT : White balance switch. AWT for automatic. entering the housing

5. Dome housing
Dome housing is made of cast aluminium     

．To prevent short circuits, avoid touching together the power cables when making the connection
6. LEVEL - Level adjustment (lens)
Used to compensate for varying light levels, turn towards (low) for darker image
Turn towards (high) for clearer image

Camera can be wall or ceiling mounted 
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1.Hole (3/4")

The video and power cables are passed through the conduit in the dome base (at the factory)

1. Using the holes on the side of housing, remove all cables

3. Attach the BNC connector to to connector CN204 (1). Attach the power cord to
the power supply

7. Installation of the camera

2. Plug the hole using the screw

Install the camera using the fixing screws (3) provided with the camera

Connect the cables to connectors (a) and (b) respectively

．The connector is a quick connect system. The cables are screwed on the connector block tip

Attach the BNC connector to the monitor
8. Video connector (2 pin)
The screws block and the washers cover the holes  

Installation of the Camera

Warning

Using the cable access holes

Using the cable conduit

Functions and identification of camera parts      A

Connection     B



When installing the conduit, ensure the tube is inserted poperly, otherwise moisture and dust . If the camera will not move, loosen the screw again to move it. Be sure to tighten the 
can penetrate screw again after adjustment
When installing the card, ensure that the conduit is clean and dry, insert the card firmly, 
and use a good quality silicone compound
Ensure that the screw pitch is 12mm or less, or the thread may be damaged

The camera is mounted in the same way as a ceiling mount

(1) Lock (4) Pan angle
(2) Zoom setting  (a) Loosen/Unlock
(3) Focus setting (b) Fixing

(1)Base (2)Cover (3)Screw (4)Screwdriver (provided)
1 Hold the lens so it doesn't turn. Loosen the screw by turning it in the
direction of the arrow (Anti clockwise)

. Take care not to leave finger marks on the cover. Wipe any marks with 
   a soft cloth

Hold the lens and lock the ring, otherwise the lens can move due to vibrations or . Before mounting, clean the joints on the top and the base
twisted lens cable

1 Line up the screws with the holes on the base
2. Turn the lens in the desired direction 2 Hold the cover in place and tighten the 3 screws with the tool provided

   du tournevis fournie.

Do not turn the lens more than 360 degrees, or the cables may break
The following may be observed under certain conditions. They are due to
characteristics of the CCD. Please do not try to adjust the camera:

3 When the lens is in the desired position, tighten the screw and lock the ring
at a strong light source
Noise on Screen: Noise can appear on screen when the CCD is running
at a high temperature

4 Loosen the zoom ring slightly, and turn it till you find the desired angle Jagged egdes: This can be observed if there are sharp and straight edges
5 Loosen the focus ring slightly, and turn it till you see a sharp picture in the image
6 Repeat stages 1 to 5 till image is clear
7 After adjusting the focus and zoom, lock down the rings by tightening the screws

Capture device Interline Transfer 1/3" CCD  
After adjusting the zoom and focus, the screws must be tightened or the settings may change, Pixels       AST CD 103VP EX / AST MD 301-2 / AST CD 101 VP-2 : 752(H)*582(V)
for example, due to temperature change Signal system AST CD 103VP EX: Colour / B&W  Exview

AST MD 301-2: B&W
8 Hold the lens still, and tighten the ring screws (clockwise) AST CD 101 VP-2 : Colour
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Vertical Smear: This can happen when the camera is pointed directly
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Warning

 Pan tilt Ajustement / Focus Adjustemtent

Mounting the dome in a ceiling          

Warning

Notes

Warning

Notes

Mounting the dome on a wall

Warning

CCD characteristics

Specifications

Closing of the dome base and cover    E



Technical Specification
Focal length f=3.8-9.5 mm
Max aperture F1.3
Viewing angle Horizontal: 70° (large) - 32° (tele)
                                                  
Minimum distance 0.2m

Synchronisation           lnternal
                                                   
Horizontal Resolution              AST CD 103VP EX : 470 lines Colour - 510 Lines B&W
                                                  AST MD 301-2: 580 TV lines

AST CD 101 VP-2 : 470 lines Colour
Sensitivity                AST CD 103VP EX : 0.5 lux Col. / 0.01 lux B&W (AGC ON)
                                                  AST MD 301-2: 0.08 lux (AGC ON) 

AST CD 101 VP-2 : 0,5 lux Col
Video Output                             1.0 Vp-p 75 Ohm sync negative
S/N ratio                       48 dB (AGC OFF)
White balance                           ATW / AWB (only AST CD 103VP EX)

                                                  
BLC                                           ON (centre weighted)/OFF selectable (colour model)

Power input AC24V/DC12V (Automatic)
Power consumption AST CD103VP: 180 mA
                                                  AST MD 301-2: 180mA

AST CD 101 VP-2 : 180 mA
Operating temperature -20℃ to +50℃
TemStrorage temperature -40℃ to +60℃ 
Relative humidity for operation 20% to 80%(non condensing)
Relative humidity for storage 20% to 95% (non condensing)
Dimensions (w/d/h)      145 x 96.5 mm
Weights Approx 750 g
Accessories                Vis TP4*32 (3)  
                                                    

allen key
instruction manual
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General

Specifications subject to change without notice
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